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The Bible speaks in many places of God moving people supernaturally for His plans and purposes.

From Elijah to Elisha and Enoch to Philip and also the Lord Jesus himself, we have ample

precedent to receive and lay hold of this reality by faith. This is our heritage and our inheritance as

believers. All across the world many testimonies are coming forth showing that God has not

changed, He still does the miraculous, including translations and translocations. Many are being

transported to preach the Gospel or pray for the sick or minister deliverance to those in need. Many

are being used to lead believers to safety in various places across the globe. It's happening

now.This book "Supernatural Transportation" is my personal story. I share how this all began and

how it increased. I also talk about the process of learning to walk in the supernatural things of God.

As you read my journey you will understand why a person would want to be used of God in this way.

You will see why God does this and why it's important that we allow Him to use us. More than

anything, I pray that you will see that God will use YOU. All of the things that God has been showing

you over these last few years have been for a purpose. All of the hunger and desire for the things of

God, the things of His Kingdom have been born of God to lead you into your destiny. It's time to

really embrace it.We ALL have an important role in God's plan. Embrace who you are and begin to

live from that HEAVENLY place!...as He is, so are we in this world. (1 John 4:17)
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The author brave enough to help blaze the trail for seeing in the Spirit tackles another controversial

topic - Traveling in the Spirit. What I love about this book is that Van Vlymen takes a mystical

subject many are unwilling to touch and brings it down to where the everyday believer is saying,

"Hey, I can do this" and even more "it's okay that I can do this."This is not an academic work but a

relational one. That doesn't mean there isn't biblical support for the experiences because there is

and Van Vlymen does a great job of providing the support. But if you are looking for an exhaustive

academic study into traveling in the Spirit, you'll be disappointed. But I think Van Vlymen offers

something much better than that anyway - his personal experience backed by an accurate

representation of God's character and nature. After all, Paul let's us know in Ephesians 3 that

experience is better than mere knowledge.I say it's relational because it's his humility, honesty and

sincerity that bring a big part of his credibility. It's not about hype. It's apparent he wants to share his

experiences with the reader in a way that they feel part of them and that they can do the same thing.

And he delivers on that in an exceptional way.If you want to know more about traveling in the Spirit

from a man who's been living it for years, this is the book for you. You'll be inspired and

encouraged.

As a person who has seen heaven many times in his imagination, who has gone back to Biblical

times in visions, and who has met Jesus and angels and conversed with them in visions, I am not

new to the supernatural things of God. So it was exciting for me to see my friend write on a subject

that I want to gain more knowledge on and participate in. Whenever you think you have arrived, I

guess you have arrived and you will go no further.Michael builds a framework in this book and

shares how he contended with many hours to enter into this realm he speaks of. He is not someone

that read a few books, watched a few videos and then became an expert in translation and

translocation. Michael spent countless hours in worship and meditation before the Lord contending

for this reality to take hold of him. He quotes scripture a couple of times, that says God is no

respecter of persons and what can happen for him can happen for any of us.If you have ever



wanted to hear stories of a person disappearing from their home, and going to another country and

interacting with another person and doing something memorable for God and that person, this is

your book. If you want to read testimonies so that you can have the courage and the faith to press in

for more of God, then this is your book. If you are tired of the limitations that the church puts on

people and religion puts on people and you want to experience a new wine skin then this is your

book.With principle after principle, and story after story, you will come away with a sense of urgency

and a desire to enter into the "more" that God has set down for your life. With honesty and

transparency and a humility that is evident, Michael shares his heart felt experiences with us so we

too can be inspired and equiped to enter into this new way of life.It seems to me that Praying Medic

and Michael Van Vlymen seem to be inspired to write on the same subjects. I know right now as I

write this review that Praying Medic is writing a book on travelling in the Spirit. I hope that you as a

reader, take the time to download this book, to read it, and to go through the effort to enter in. I pray

that when praying Medic releases his book that you will already be well on the way to be able to

share your own experiences.There are not many people that leave me thinking I am a novice in

spiritual things, but Michael through this book has shown me that there is a lot more that I can take

part in. One day our authorities are going to make travelling to other countries without the mark of

the beast impossible. Make sure you can do it in your spirit before then!Yours in loveAuthor

Matthew Robert Payne

...to God's world! Satan can't create, only steal. Which is wha he's done to the supernatural world.

It's so refreshing to find other Christians walking in the fullness of all God created us to be. This

book will bless you!

Gave it a five because it covers the subject not as theory but in a practical way. After reading this

book, you realize that it's possible "supernatural transportation" is for all of those that love The Lord,

your faith is stretched and you just want it, For those that like the supernatural it's a must read.

I love this book and can't put it down. Van Vlymen writes of his own experiences with supernatural

transportation in a way you can relate to. He doesn't write like this gift is only for the select few, but

for every person in the body of Christ. He doesn't write as if this is a formula, rather this is his

experience and it's for every Christian. He not only lets the reader know what he did right, but what

he did'n't do so right and how to deal with the dark side of the supernatural. Also, he backs

everything up with scripture so there's a huge safety net. I highly recommend this book.



This book answered questions about some past experiences and gave me some clear direction on

how to continue my journey. I'm more excited than ever. I've already seen some fruit from practicing

the steps the author suggests.

I too have experienced a few of the realms in Heaven, and Icozidered mConsidered these

experiences very real, but was not aware there were other Christians like me. Not like I was the only

one just never met any. I thank Our Lord for Michael Vlymens courage to come forward. all us

traveling Christian mystics can feel freed. Blessings all for the Glory of Our Lord.!

I have experienced many supernatural things and it is very helpful to read of someone else's

experience. It gives a grid for these type of things. I also like all the recommendations of other

people to check out. It led me to Ian Clayton message on Translocation: fantastic! Along with Bruce

Allen and others! Every book Michael has written, I have identified with and learned much

from....looking forward to his next book!
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